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Turn down the heat.
For energy-savings, 68 degrees is a good setting. Each degree you drop your thermostat can save
an estimated 2 percent on your heating bill. (For heat pump recommendations, see your owners’
manual.)
Drop the heat overnight.
Lowering your heat to 60 degrees at bedtime, or while you’re at work, can work wonders on the
bill. (Exceptions: radiant heat, maximum setback 2-3 degrees. Heat pump systems vary; see your
owners’ manual for setback recommendations.)
Higher heat does not equal faster heat.
Turning the thermostat higher will not warm your house faster, it just wastes energy because
typically, before you realize it, your rooms get hotter than you need them to be.
Check furnace filters.
Do this every few months and clean or replace if dirty. Dirty filters make your furnace work
harder. Try to figure out the “dirty” cycle for your home — the filter might be dirtier certain times
of the year. This can help you plan when to change filters to keep the system running at top
effectiveness.

Vacuum registers.
This cuts down on the amount of dust circulating through your system, helping it operate more
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effectively. Remove register covers and cold air return vent covers, and reach in as far possible
with your vacuum attachment. But be careful that you don’t accidentally knock ducts loose at
joints.
Schedule regular tune-ups.
This will keep your furnace running at peak efficiency. Even if you’re a do-it-yourselfer, it’s
important to have regular professional maintenance for proper adjustment on certain parts of the
furnace. Try to schedule it for late summer or early fall, when heating contractors may not be as
busy.
Keep vents clear.
Make sure furniture and window coverings are not blocking heating vents (otherwise you might
be tempted to turn up the heat).
Don’t heat an empty house when you’re on vacation.
Lower your heat before you leave town, unless you have pets.
Make sure ducts are sealed and insulated.
Otherwise, you can lose a lot of heat where your ducts travel through an unheated attic,
basement or crawl space, making your furnace work harder. If duct joints are not sealed and
come apart at joints, you not only lose heat but dirt, insects and rodents can enter your system.
Switch to a smart thermostat.
A smart thermostat is a great tool to help you save energy — you’ll never forget to turn down
the heat.
Choose ENERGY STAR®.
If you buy a new furnace, look for an ENERGY STAR qualified model for higher energy efficiency.

